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Be confident in the process of choosing, equipping and enjoying an RV
purchase with new guidebook

‘RV Buyer’s Handbook’ shares tips from certified RV inspector Walt Gerber

HARRIMAN, Tenn. (PRWEB) April 14, 2020 -- Walt Gerber offers both detailed information and advice on
selecting and buying an RV in his new guide “RV Buyer’s Handbook” (published by Archway Publishing). It
also includes maintenance tips, preparing for a trip and issues of an RV on-the-road lifestyle.

Based on his years of experience camping and working as an RV inspector, Gerber presents suggestions that
may prevent readers from getting a “lemon” or a “money pit.” Although not a comprehensive guide, “RV
Buyer’s Handbook” covers many of the RVs a readers may encounter. From the first outing, to set up and tear
down, to troubleshooting and more, Gerber presents a single-source guide to help readers navigate the process
of choosing, equipping and enjoying an RV.

“More and more Millennials are buying RVs and need a guide to help in the process,” Gerber says, adding that
his book presents an unbiased treatise on the subject.

“RV Buyer’s Handbook” is available for purchase online at: https://www.amazon.com/Rv-Buyers-Handbook-
Walt-Gerber/dp/1480882917.

“RV Buyer’s Handbook”
By Walt Gerber
Softcover | 5.5 x 8.5 in | 76 pages | ISBN 9781480882911
E-Book | 76 pages | ISBN 9781480882928
Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble

About the Author
Walt Gerber has camped regularly since childhood. He has owned eight different RVs and is currently living in
a 42-foot fifth wheel full time. Gerber is a certified level two RV inspector through the National Recreational
Vehicle Inspectors Association.

Simon & Schuster, a company with nearly ninety years of publishing experience, has teamed up with Author
Solutions, LLC, the worldwide leader in self-publishing, to create Archway Publishing. With unique resources
to support books of all kind, Archway Publishing offers a specialized approach to help every author reach his or
her desired audience. For more information, visit archwaypublishing.com or call 888-242-5904.
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Contact Information
Marketing Services
ArchwayPublishing
http://www.archwaypublishing.com
888-242-5904

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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